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At thirty-nine, Nancy Kissel had it all: glamour, gusto, garishly flaunted wealth, and the royal lifestyle of the
expatriate wife. Not to mention three young children and what a friend described as "the best marriage in the
universe". That marriage - to Merrill Lynch and former Goldman Sachs investment banker Robert Kissel -
ended abruptly one November night in 2003 in the bedroom of their luxury apartment high above Hong
Kong's glittering Victoria Harbour. Why? Hong Kong prosecutors, who charged Nancy with murder, said
she wanted to inherit Rob's millions and start a new life with a blue-collar lover who lived in a New
Hampshire trailer park. She said she'd killed in self-defense while fighting for her life against an abusive,
cocaine-addicted husband who had forced her for years to submit to his brutal sexual demands. Her 2005
trial, lasting for months and rich in lurid detail, captivated Hong Kong's expatriate community and attracted
attention worldwide. Less than a year after the jury of seven Chinese citizens returned its unexpected verdict,
Rob's brother, Andrew, a Connecticut real estate tycoon facing prison for fraud and embezzlement, was also
found dead: stabbed in the back in the basement of his multimillion-dollar Greenwich mansion by person or
persons unknown. Never Enough is the harrowing true story of these two brothers, Robert and Andrew
Kissel, who grew up wanting to own the world but instead wound up murdered half a world apart; and of
Nancy Kissel, a riddle wrapped inside an enigma, a modern American woman for whom having it all might
not have been enough. In this singularly compelling narrative, Joe McGinniss - past master at exposing the
dark heart of the American family in the bestsellers Fatal Vision, Blind Faith, and Cruel Doubt - explores his
darkest and most disturbing subject yet: a smart and beautiful family so corroded by greed that it destroys
itself from within. Here is a family saga
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From reader reviews:

Scarlet Rome:

The book Never Enough give you a sense of feeling enjoy for your spare time. You need to use to make your
capable far more increase. Book can to be your best friend when you getting anxiety or having big problem
together with your subject. If you can make reading a book Never Enough for being your habit, you can get a
lot more advantages, like add your personal capable, increase your knowledge about a number of or all
subjects. You may know everything if you like start and read a publication Never Enough. Kinds of book are
a lot of. It means that, science e-book or encyclopedia or other individuals. So , how do you think about this
publication?

Kendrick Mills:

Book is to be different for every single grade. Book for children till adult are different content. As it is
known to us that book is very important for people. The book Never Enough has been making you to know
about other knowledge and of course you can take more information. It is extremely advantages for you. The
e-book Never Enough is not only giving you a lot more new information but also to be your friend when you
really feel bored. You can spend your own spend time to read your e-book. Try to make relationship using
the book Never Enough. You never truly feel lose out for everything if you read some books.

Steve Henry:

This Never Enough is great reserve for you because the content and that is full of information for you who
have always deal with world and possess to make decision every minute. That book reveal it details
accurately using great manage word or we can state no rambling sentences inside. So if you are read the item
hurriedly you can have whole information in it. Doesn't mean it only provides straight forward sentences but
tricky core information with wonderful delivering sentences. Having Never Enough in your hand like
keeping the world in your arm, info in it is not ridiculous 1. We can say that no guide that offer you world
with ten or fifteen minute right but this book already do that. So , this is good reading book. Hey there Mr.
and Mrs. busy do you still doubt in which?

Lisa Yang:

Reading a guide make you to get more knowledge from it. You can take knowledge and information from a
book. Book is prepared or printed or outlined from each source this filled update of news. In this modern era
like now, many ways to get information are available for anyone. From media social including newspaper,
magazines, science e-book, encyclopedia, reference book, new and comic. You can add your knowledge by
that book. Are you ready to spend your spare time to spread out your book? Or just seeking the Never
Enough when you desired it?
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